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Optical soundhead masterclass

Dion Hanson

Originally published in three editions of Rewind starting in Rewind 160.
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Part 1

T

oday many members have a 35mm projector at home and so I thought it would
be a good idea to give an insight into how to get the best sound reproduction
out of it. Be it an old Western Electric Universal Base or a modern Kinoton the
principals remain the same. After all if you are not reading the soundtrack correctly
then any signal processing you do after is a waste of time.
The first thing is cleanliness, all the lens surfaces must be clean and free from dirt
or grease. The soundhead optics are not precision lenses like the projection lens
and so can be cleaned with a cotton bud and some alcohol. Include the cell in
this but if it is a Dolby Stereo cell then be very careful as to not damage it. The cell
is super glued onto the cell head and can easily be pulled off if you are not careful
(fig 1).
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The next thing to look at is the exciter
lamp, if it is the type with a tungsten filament,
how old is it? Just because it is still working
it does not mean that it is working at its
optimum. Since they run at high current
the filament can sag, causing uneven
illumination across the slit and hence
distortion. Also, the filament can become
crystallised and when the projector is
running give a sort of jangling noise in the
background. If in any doubt just change it.
If you do change the exciter lamp then it
needs to be adjusted to give the maximum
illumination. On the exciter lamp holder you
should find adjusting screws to move it up
2
and down and side to side (fig 2). On this
GK83 they are just below the lamp bracket.
The up and down moves the filament so that it is directly in line with the slit and
gives optimum output. This is usually checked using a test film with a 1KHz tone and
adjusting the position for maximum deflection on the test meter.
A way to check the slit illumination on your projector is to run a test film often
called ‘snake track’ (fig 3). This produces a 1KHz tone which moves from one side
to the other across the soundtrack. By putting a multi- meter on the optical preamp
output it should not deviate more than
2dB as the track passes the cell. Move the
exciter from side to side to give optimum
results.
The next part of the soundhead optical
system is the actual slit itself. This determines
the frequency response that your projector
can achieve. The narrower the slit the
higher the frequency you can obtain. In
theory then every projector should have a
very narrow slit, but this limits the amount
of light passing through it. Increasing the
lamp current damages the optics as well as
reducing exciter lamp life, and increasing
amplifier gain introduces noise from the
track or from incidental light falling on the
cell.
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Consequently, a compromise on the slit height had to be agreed to maintain
standards. A slit height of 0.001” does not give enough HF and one of 0.0005” is too
narrow. Thus, a slit height of 0.00075” is what is found in most projectors. Smaller
ones were often available as a retro fit and often referred to as a ‘studio slit’ as they
were commonly used when dubbing films and better HF was achievable.
Up to now I have spoken only of the projected slit type of optics or forward
scan but there is also the projected image as seen most commonly in a Kalee
83 soundhead or a Philips DP70 (fig 4). Here the slit is not part of the composite
lens tube assembly but mounted just in front of the photo cell. It is also referred
to as reverse scan and is set up in a comparable way (fig 5). This method is often
preferred by engineers as it is easier to set up but can give noisier reproduction.
The way a slit works is that it can reproduce frequencies on the film up until the
slit height is equal to the frequency being played, in that it has as much clear as
black area on the film and so the output is zero, this is called the cut-off point. This
means that no matter how much HF boost you give the signal this frequency can
never be passed.
Still concerning the slit we now need to look at slit width, are we scanning too
much or too little? Too much is usually quite obvious as you will hear frame noise or
perf noise, or both. Too little and you will get distortion, particularly when there is a
lot of modulation such as loud music on the track.
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Forward scanning optics

Again running a simple test film
called buzz track will show whether
the slit width and position is correct.
Position is done usually by moving
either the film or the optics depending
on the soundhead type (fig 6).
Width is adjusted usually on the
optics itself although some early types
have no adjustment and width is set
during manufacture. Ideally you should
hear nothing from a buzz track and just
moving the setting left or right will pick
up one or other of the frequencies.
Engineers normally use an oscilloscope
as this gives a visible indication before
anything is heard and so makes for a
more accurate setting.
If your projector is fitted with a Dolby
cell which is marginally wider than
the sound track then you have to be
especially careful that the image does
not overlap the cell. Setting a stereo
cell up requires a completely different
procedure and I plan to cover this later
using more sophisticated procedures
and test equipment.
The other aspects of the optical
sound head are focus and azimuth.
No attempt to alter these should be
undertaken unless you feel competent
and have the necessary test films and
measuring equipment. I will look at
doing this in part 2.

film

Reverse scanning optics
film
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Part 2

I

n part 1, I looked at how you could check the sound head on a projector on a daily
basis with the minimum test equipment. Now I want to go into more depth but be
warned attempting something as complicated as this can seriously damage the
sound quality in your cinema. However, get it right and it can dramatically improve
the quality that has previously been lacking. As I said last time, the basis is that if you
are not reading the soundtrack accurately then any signal processing that goes
after is not going to be up to standard or at worst a waste of time. I will concentrate
on a Cinemeccanica sound optics (Fig 1). Nevertheless, the basis is the same for all
types.

Fig 1
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To begin with you will need an
oscilloscope and a real time analyser
which in the early days of Dolby Stereo
cost thousands of pounds. However, with
the advent of computers many such
programs are very cheap if not free.
The first thing I would recommend
is to buy a separate sound card for
your laptop or PC as the inboard one
is usually not of sufficient quality. If you
are wanting to just look at the optics of
your projector then a Behringer UCA202
U-Control at around £17 from Amazon
is adequate. However, if at a later date
you want to use a microphone to equalise your auditorium loudspeakers then the
Behringer U-PHORIA UM2 also from Amazon at around £38 is a good buy. There
are obviously much better ones on the market but the Behringer range is a good
entry level. I use a USB-Pre that cost me £200 15 years ago and retails at around
£1000 today.
The analyser software I use is True-RTA which has the added advantage of
having an in-built dual beam oscilloscope program. Version 1 is free to download
but the RTA section is limited to one octave resolution whereas versions 2 and 3 go
to 1/3 and 1/6 octave resolution for which you pay a fee.
Version 2 is adequate for most home users particularly if you do not want to
equalise the B-Chain. All the screen images here will be from an early version of
True-RTA which I use. Below are screen grabs from the current Tru-RTA program
(Figs 2 and 3).
Fig 3: real time analyser

Fig 2: oscilloscope
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A cinema sound system is divided into two parts called the A-chain and
B-chain. The A-chain consists of the projector sound head optics, optical preamp and the noise reduction. In this article, I am going to refer to a Dolby CP65
processor but the line-up procedure is basically the same for all models. A manual
as a PDF can be downloaded from Film-Tech but be careful printing one off as it
runs into quite a lot of pages.
After you are happy that all the optics, cell, exciter etc are clean as per Part 1
then connect your test equipment. Left and right channels are connected using
the test points on the Cat 240 optical preamplifier and these need to go to your
sound card interface. You will require 2mm plugs to go into the edge connectors
of the Cat 240 and phono plugs to go into the sound card. Whenever you are
testing anything it is a good idea to have good quality leads otherwise if you have
a broken lead you may start suspecting a fault on the system and waste a lot of
time chasing a fault which does not exist. I usually connect the leads so that input
1 is the left and input 2 the right.
Once everything is connected run Dolby tone and see that you have the two
channels displayed on your oscilloscope as in Fig 4. If so turn the two pre-set HF
pots on your optical preamp to minimum and then the two for gain up until you
have Dolby Level on both meters, the processor needs to be selected to mono as
you do not want the noise reduction changing the signal level.
Cat 69T is a mono test film with 50% modulation and once the level is set then
any Dolby film will be decoded correctly by the NR card (Cat 222) and the 2x4
matrix card (Cat 150).
I usually start with both level trimmers at minimum and look to see if the two
traces on the oscilloscope display are roughly equal. Any large imbalance would
suggest something a long way out of spec in which case it will be necessary to
Fig 5: left – right, Cat 97

Fig 4: Dolby Tone, Cat 69T
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go back and check everything in the
sound head. Next slowly blank off the
soundtrack using a business card, the
track nearest to you is the right total
channel and so the right trace on your
scope or the right meter level should
drop first, thus proving you have the cell
connected to the correct channels.
Once you are happy you then need
to run the Left – Right test film (Cat
Fig 6
97). On the scope display you will see
alternate bursts of 100% mod tone as in Fig 5. This film allows you to check that the
soundtrack’s septum is in the middle of the cell. If it is to either side then the sound
image will tend to that side. What you are looking for is equal cross talk; ideally
none at all, but that only occurs on reverse scan optical systems.
Next you need to run the SMPTE buzz track test film to ensure you are not over or
under scanning the track. Normally you will just see a bit of each side of the track
or none at all. I usually like to run a large test loop for this test so that the film has
time to settle down after the splice has gone through. On a Cinemeccanica lens
assembly there is a small screw (marked in yellow in Fig 6) to the rear of the lens
which allows you to rotate the rear collar and widen or narrow the slit. Too narrow
and you will clip the high level modulations and cause distortion.
Once you are satisfied that the film is sitting exactly in the correct place (Figs 7
and 8) you may need to set Dolby level again. Sometimes it is necessary to keep
changing between the Buzz track and Left – Right test films to get the optimum
position. It is worth the effort if you want to hear Dolby Stereo at its best.
Fig 8: track in centre

Fig 7: track too far to left
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If you have an RTA with 1/3 octave resolution the Test film Cat 530 is used to check
even illumination across the track. It consists of six different 1/3 octave frequencies
ascending from left to right across the width of the sound track and gives six individual
bars on the RTA. If the light from the exciter is even across the soundtrack width, then
these six bars will be of equal height. In reality, they tend to fall off at the edges but
should all be within 2dB for optimum results.
The final film is Dolby Pink noise Cat 69P which is used to set focus and azimuth
before the slit loss equalisation is set. Ideally we are looking for a flat response; up to
10-12 KHz should be achievable, particularly if you want to play SR films. This test film
requires a Real Time Analyser (RTA) and you will need to select this on your computer
program. First thing to check is the focus of the optical lens, usually done with a focus
ring on the lens, but check your projector manual for how it is done on your particular
machine.
I have included here pictures of a Cinemeccanica lens assembly. Note the very
small screw (Fig 9), it is vital that you use a jeweller’s screw driver to avoid damaging the
screw head. What you are looking for is the highest frequency at its highest level. While
turning the focus ring you will see the frequencies on the right hand side of the RTA (Fig
10) increase (better focus) or decrease (out of focus). When you are satisfied you have
the best focus (Fig 13) lock off the focus ring with the grub screw. Check left and right
channels are similar, if not suspect a poor lens.
Next, the azimuth needs to be set and we need to revert back to the oscilloscope
program and select X-Y mode. In this instance rotate the lens until you get the narrowest
diagonal line (Fig 11). However, you must ensure you do not lose focus so keep going
back to check the frequency response has not changed.

Fig 10

Fig 9
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Fig 12

Fig 11

Some people use a single frequency test film such as a 7KHz tone and look for
a straight line but using the Cat 69P will ensure the optimum for all frequencies and
alleviates the possibility of being out of phase.
The two grooves in a Cinemeccanica lens assembly are designed to accept their
azimuth tool (Fig 12) which makes the alignment much easier. I slacken the holding
screw (indicated) and gently tap the tool with a screwdriver handle, this way I tend not
to lose focus. You can also use a pair of small grips butted up to the casting to keep
the lens in focus.
Azimuth is important as this sets the slit at right angles to the track and consequently
ensures that a mono signal is in phase on both tracks. This is vital when playing Dolby
Stereo films as any in-phase signal is centre channel information and any out-of-phase
is surround information. If the azimuth is off then dialogue can be heard coming from
the surround channel and can be very off putting as it sounds like an echo.
Fig 14: with slit loss EQ

Fig 13: without slit loss EQ
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Once focus and azimuth are set correctly then we need to set the slit loss equalisers.
These are labelled HF on the card but instead of a simple HF lift they provide an equal
but opposite boost to the roll off due to the optical slit height. As I said in the previous
master class every slit has a null output frequency which is dependent on its height; the
narrower the slit the higher the frequency. No matter what the slit height is the shape
of the roll off is the same (Fig 13). Consequently, the HF control has a complimentary
shaped boost and what you are doing is changing the frequency at which that boost
is applied. Once the frequencies match then the response will be flat up to the cut off
point due to the slit height (Fig 14). It is never possible to go beyond this so if you keep
turning the trimmer you will begin to get too much lift at lower frequencies and the
dialogue will sound very spitty and unnatural. Do this for both left and right channels
and the amount of slit loss applied should be roughly the same. This can be checked
by counting the number of turns applied to the trim pot on the card. Finally run Dolby
Tone and check the levels are spot on and then you are ready to go. Your projector
sound head is now correctly aligned.
I know this is a lot to undertake but if you want the best from your sound system it
is worth the effort. If you would like any help with anything to do with your particular
setup do not hesitate to get in touch either by email or phone and I will try and talk you
through any problems.
For details of the audio interfaces visit: https://www.musictribe.com/Categories/
Behringer/Computer-Audio/Interfaces/UCA202/p/P0484
https://www.musictribe.com/Categories/Behringer/Computer-Audio/Interfaces/
UM2/p/P0AVV
For details of the Tru-RTA software visit: https://www.trueaudio.com/rta_abt1.htm
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Part 3

S

o far, we have covered the soundhead and the front end of the Dolby CP65
processor or A-Chain and now I’m going to be looking at the B-Chain which is
everything else. Power Amplifiers, loudspeakers, their equalisation, and theatre
acoustics all come under this category.
To begin with let us look at the power amplifier. I’m not going to get into what
is best valves or transistors because with a blind test most people would not be
able to tell the difference. For those who can then nobody is going to make you
change your mind on what you perceive to be the best. The main thing is that
your amplifiers are linear. This means that whatever input signal is fed in then the
higher output signal mirrors it exactly and so has no distortion. I’m saying no more
on distortion since with all the different types there are it would fill a book. All I will
say is that we do not want any.
The most important thing is that the amplifier has enough headroom which will
enable the loudest sound to be reproduced without any clipping. Since the good
old mono days the dynamic range of the optical track has increased dramatically
and it is these high ‘stings’ that a system has to handle today (fig. 1). This means
that whereas a 100 watt amplifier may sound large for home use it does mean
that these higher signals will be well
Fig 1
within the linear part of the amplifier.
Remember it is about quality not
volume, so an amplifier with sufficient
headroom to handle the peaks as
high as 120dB is what we are looking
for.
Prices can start around £50 for a
stereo amp, you just need to shop
around, two amplifiers will do L-CR-S and a third will do a sub or stereo
surrounds. Never mix amps if you can
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help it but if you want a good sounding system it will be worth the investment in good
amplifiers.
The same goes for loudspeakers particularly with the three stage speakers, make
sure they all match, since when a sound pans across the screen you do not want
the quality to change. Cinema loudspeakers I have already covered in a previous
article so I am not going into too much detail here. Suffice to say that they are a
very different beast to Hi-Fi speakers. The main reason for this is that they are placed
behind a plastic membrane (the screen) and therefore need the power to punch
the HF through it, hence the large horn and a low crossover frequency. However,
if your speakers are in front of the screen then this is what is referred to as near field
monitoring and Hi-Fi speakers will do the job nicely.
Surround speakers can be much smaller but are still required to hit the high notes
without distortion. But because the signal is band limited and closer to you the
surrounds are not driven as hard as the stage speakers.
Finally, if you have one, the sub-woofer needs to be under the screen but not
in the middle. This is so that the LF does not create standing waves which may add
together if it is exactly on the centre line. Since LF is not directional placing the sub
woofer a little to one side cannot be determined by the human ear.
Okay now we have got all that sorted let us look at taking some measurements
and aligning the theatre to SMPTE standards. Most people call the ISO 2969 (fig. 2)
characteristic the ‘Dolby Curve’ which of course is not the case. The ISO standard is
used the world over and Dolby were one of the first to implement it in the cinema
and make it more widely known. The curve is a method of measuring the audio
characteristics of a room using simple techniques which means that they do require
some assumptions to be taken in to consideration.
People’s voices in a movie are impulses whereas music is continuous so we need
to allow for the two types. Ideally if it was only music, we would want a lively room
as with a concert hall, or if just speaking then a dead room like a lecture theatre.
Dubbing theatres are quite dead
Fig 2
rooms and so when a film is played
in a large auditorium the sustained
music sounds are augmented by
reverberation and so sound louder
thus making the dialogue sound
quieter than the music. How many
times have we noticed that? However,
it does mean that when we listen to
a film at home, if we have set up the
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sound correctly, we will be hearing the mix closer to how it should sound than when
it was played in a large cinema.
So firstly, let us see that we have all the kit. You will need the more expensive
Behringer U-PHORIA UM2 sound adapter and Version 2 of the Tru-RTA on your PC or
laptop that was recommended in the last Masterclass. Next thing is an omni directional
microphone. Most mics you buy are cardioid in that they have more gain to the front
than the sides. Whereas we need equal gain all round so that the mic picks up both
direct and reflected sound equally. The Behringer ECM8000 at around £45 is a good
microphone but a cheap lavalier microphone (around £10) would do if the frequency
response is relatively flat. Make sure it does not have any noise cancelling built into it
though.
Next plug in the microphone and place in your theatre about 2/3rds back from
the screen and just off the centre line. The microphone does not have to point at the
screen as it is omnidirectional so set it at an angle of 45° and around head height
when you are seated watching the film.
The next thing we need is a pink noise test signal which is normally generated by a
Dolby CAT85 pink noise generator which slots into the CP65. But if you do not possess
one then you can use the pink noise generated by your Tru-RTA program. The signal
being injected into each channel via the digital input on the rear of your processor. If
you have a problem with this just drop me an email or give me a call and I’ll be happy
to talk you through this and even help with the hardware.
To begin with send pink noise (PN) to each channel in turn and check everything is
working and set the level to 85dB (C weighting) on each using a sound pressure meter.
They are £20 from CPC. https://cpc.farnell.com/tenma/ten01075/sound-level-metermini-c-type/dp/IN05466?st=sound%20pressure%20meter.
When you are happy let us first look at centre channel. If all is well it should be a
relatively flat signal. Both left and right hopefully will look very similar if the same type
of loudspeaker is used. If not investigate why and correct it. It is wrong to change the
CAT64 equalisers to try and correct a problem as it will never sound right.
I know that few of you will have cinema type loudspeakers such as A7s but several
speaker manufacturers such as JBL brought out a range of smaller units for mini
cinemas. You have to be serious about sound if you are thinking of using this type as
they retail at around £600 per unit. Because of this I will initially look at one of these
type of loudspeaker units so it will then probably be easier to interpret the results we
are getting from a domestic style of loudspeaker.
The JBL 3677 is a small two-way loudspeaker similar to the ones we have behind the
screen in the Cutting Room in Halifax. It consists of a passive two-way crossover (Xover
at 500Hz) feeding a low frequency driver (LF) and a small high frequency horn (HF).
The crossover splits the sound and sends the low frequencies to the LF and the high
frequencies to the HF. Consequently, if we look at our real time analyser (RTA) we will
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Fig 4

Fig 3

see the two components of the sound as they appear in the auditorium. Ideally, we
should see a flat response closely following the ISO2969 curve which is superimposed
on the screen.
In actual fact what will often be seen is a dip at the crossover frequency (fig. 3)
and at most this should be just a couple of decibels (dBs). Any more than this and
it could mean the HF is out of phase with the LF. If you change the wires over on
the HF unit and the dip decreases then the HF unit should be left like this. Do not
be confused that the +ve lead goes to the red terminal, all that means is that the
it is electrical in phase but the RTA is telling us it is acoustically out of phase, and
we need it to be acoustically in phase. This happens because if we look at the unit
sideways the HF coil is on a different plane to the LF coil and this causes the out
of phase we are seeing on the analyser. Mixing different types of unit such as JBL
and EV can also cause this as with some manufacturers applying a +ve to the red
terminal pulls the coil back and on others is pushes it forward.
Once we are happy that everything is as it should be we can begin equalising
the loudspeakers. In the Dolby unit are three CAT64 house equalisers, one for each
stage channel (fig. 4). Begin with the centre. First set the pink noise going and wait
for the steady state which is reached after a couple of seconds. Freeze the on
screen display and remove the CAT64. This is assuming you do not possess a CAT64
extender card. Look at the display and decide which pots you need to increase
and which you need to cut. Begin by using the course bass and treble controls
before the individual 27 bands. You will need to remove and insert the CAT64
several times before you are satisfied.
Never have one control fully one way and the next one fully the other or you
will begin to hear some phasing when playing back material. Once you are happy
repeat with left and right channels. All the channels should have approximately
the same amount of equalisation if you have similar loudspeakers. If there are
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Fig 6

Fig 5

large discrepancies try to find out why, rather than just ignoring it, and equalise the
problem away. You will always hear it when listening to programme material. Fig 5
shows the centre channel after equalisation. The yellow trace shows the ISO 2969
curve X and the red lines show the acceptable limits.
This all sounds very complicated as indeed it is, it takes a lifetime to get adept at
getting good sound out of your system and I have only scratched the surface here.
However, there is plenty of good reading available today.
Any Dolby installation manual caries a full description and these can be
downloaded from the Film-Tech site:
http://www.film-tech.com/warehouse/index.php?category=2.
You may also find the book by Ioan Allen titled Technical Guidelines for Dolby Stereo
Theatres an informative read which in actual fact looks at all aspects of achieving
good quality sound and picture. At the end it also has the SMPTE document about
the ISO 2969 curve. The ‘Guidelines’ are under ‘Instructional Documents’ in the
manuals section of the Film-Tech site.
Once you are happy with your main channels then look at the bass extension
or sub-woofer. But be careful when setting the level or you may get very boomy
dialogue if set too high when playing optical films. As its name suggests it is an
extension of the bass response used to fill in where the main stage bins run out of
steam and this can be seen clearly in the last image (fig. 6) where the sub fills in the
low end below 63Hz. Notice the scale has been changed to 5dB as apposed to 2dB
in the previous images.
Similarly, with the surround channel; remember it is there to surround you with
sound rather than in early four track magnetic days where it was an effects channel
which only came on occasionally. In addition, the channel does have a certain
amount of cross talk from the centre channel (remember we set the azimuth on the
optics to reduce this), consequently if the surrounds are too loud then it will sound
19

like there is an echo. Hence, the thumb wheel on the CAT150 to delay the surround
channel and tune it out in large cinemas. In a small viewing room such as a home
theatre this is usually set to zero.
Finally, we now need to set levels so that the film sounds balanced. The three
main channels need to all be the same and 85dB is the level recommended as that
is the level the films are mixed at in the studio. For home use perhaps 82dB may be
a more reasonable compromise. The surrounds need to be 3dB higher as they are
band limited. Never go above this or they will be too overpowering and the cross
talk will be noticeable.
The acid test is to sit and listen to a piece of feature film. Best to listen to one
you know and is known to have a good well balanced mix. Not some crash, bang,
wallop trailer, but something with good music and dialogue. If you are happy then
job done, if not you may need a few tweaks to get it sounding as it should.
If in doubt then leave it alone but if you want advice then give me a call or drop
me an email and I may be able to talk you through your problem.
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Friends, Sponsors and Partners
We are grateful for the support of these organisations.
If you would like to help the PPT please contact Nigel Wolland
Telephone: 0208 942 3159 Email: nwolland@blueyonder.co.uk

PRO FILM LIMITED

We are a leading UK based supplier of digital cinema projection systems,
from projectors to servers, sound systems to automation.
Unit 6 Avondale Ind Est, Avondale Road, Stockport SK6 0UD
0161 4777633 service@omnexdigital.co.uk

Suppliers of professional film and audio
equipment to the cinema industry

Unit 5, Avondale Industrial Estate, Avondale Road, Edgeley
JACRO
Stockport SK3 0UE. Tel 0161 477 7633. Fax
0161 474knows
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cinema and JACRO knows software. We are a family
owned and operated business since the 1920s with an unrivalled
reputation for creativity and reliability.
Jack Roe (CS) Ltd, Enterprise Centre Alton Rd Ind Estate
Ross-on-Wye HR9 5NB United Kingdom sales@jackroe.com
Milton Keynes Museum
McConnell Drive, Wolverton
Milton Keynes MK12 5EL
01908 316222
www.miltonkeynesmuseum.org.uk/
Imperial War Museum Duxford
Visit this historic airfield and museum of aviation history
and discover the stories of people who lived and worked
at RAF Duxford.
www.iwm.org.uk/visits/iwm-duxford
The media arts school for those aged 14-19 that
specialises in behind-the-scenes media production, digital
communications and entertainment technologies.
www.elstreeutc.co.uk/

The David Lean Foundation
To promote and advance education and to cultivate
and improve public taste in the visual arts.
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Our passion is for video, sound, staging,
lighting and rigging using leading edge AV
and broadcast technology.
Enquiries@media-powerhouse.com +44 (0) 20 8236 0331
The world’s leading screen technology company.
Unit A, Norton Road, Stevenage, Herts. SG1 2BB
01438 725200 sales@harkness-screens.com

Forever Film

SOUND ASSOCIATES
Projection | Sound | Cinema | Digital

Keeble House, 81 Island Farm Road West Molesey, Surrey KT8 2SA
+44(0)20 8939 5900 info@soundassociates.co.uk

The independent trade union for those working in broadcasting, film, theatre,
entertainment, leisure, interactive media and allied areas.

Pinewood Studios, Iver Heath, Buckinghamshire
01753 656656 Fax: 01753 657016
email: info@societyinmotion.com
www.societyinmotion.com

Bell Theatre Services are the UK’s leading supplier and installer
of projection and sound equipment to the film industry.
(+44) 020 8238 6000 admin@bell-theatre.com
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